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April 4th 3387. Captain Sirk Notaani is
about to embark on a mission to another
planet; one which is believed to support
humanoid life. Leaving his wife Cita and
his friends is not going to be easy but his
pride and sense of adventure mean he
cannot refuse the challenge, or the chance
to explore this intriguing planet. Surviving
a crash-landing on arrival, the fearless Sirk
has to search for a means of fixing his ship
or be stranded there forever. He finds
himself in battle with terrifying giant
beetles, fighting off a colossal anaconda,
and befriending a family of over-sized
tortoiseshell cats. Captured by a race of
grotesque, violent beings the likes of which
he has never seen before, Sirk fears for his
life. Will he ever make it back to his
beloved Cita? And what is it about this
planet that is arousing Sirks suspicions; not
only about the mission he has undertaken
but also the people who sent him on it?
Jet! is the first book of the JET trilogy by
Phil Phoenix. Set in the future and full of
good humour, this fun, energetic first book
tells a tale of intrigue and daring and
contains a stark warning to us humans. In
a twist to the usual science fiction tale of
alien invaders to Earth, Jet! sees man
become the alien invader, as Captain
Notaani takes the bold step of visiting a
planet believed to be previously untouched
by humans. His exploration uncovers a
number of shocks and surprises, as he
seeks to find another humanoid race and
make first contact with them. Jet! will
appeal to all fans of sci fi, with its original
plotline, attention to detail, and unique
futuristic equipment which Sirk employs
on his mission. His kit is detailed at the
back of the book; readers can consult the
kit list as they read and form a picture of
the world Sirk lives in (as well as that he is
visiting).
Jet! includes evocative
descriptions of the flora, fauna and wildlife
of the planet Sirk finds himself on,
appealing to those who are interested in
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nature and those with a vivid imagination.
Phil Phoenixs story will leave readers
questioning not only the way we treat our
own planet but also begs the question of
how we should treat others. If a visitor
from another planet came to Earth, should
we assume the worst and instantly go on
the defensive? Would you give them a
chance to explain themselves? This is a
hugely enjoyable read which will leave
readers wanting to move onto the second
and third books as soon as they are
released.
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About Us - Meet The Team Get the latest deals on flights to your favorite cities with our best web fares a and sign up
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Snack Foods - Grocery Jet are an Australian rock band formed in 2001. The band consists of lead guitarist Cameron
Muncey, bassist Mark Wilson, and brothers Nic and Chris Cester on Jet - Wikipedia Images for Jet! is an American
e-commerce company headquartered in Hoboken, New Jersey. The company was cofounded by entrepreneur Marc Lore
along with Official Site of the New York Jets 14 hours ago The news came one day after the first time in history a
U.S. jet shot down a Syrian plane and the first time in nearly 20 years the U.S. has shot Careers at Jet - Look Good In
Purple https:///coupons/jet/? Coupons, Promo Codes & Deals - Jun. 2017 Slickdeals Beverages. There might be a
few places you can buy beverages online, but Jet is a shopping site dedicated to saving you more money. Everyday low
prices are just the start our prices drop even lower as you shop. JetBlue Flights and Airline Tickets at Discount
Prices Search results for Jet Wholesale at . Wholesale Household Products. JET Tools Quality Woodworking Tools,
Industrial Tools and Heres a great snack food idea for you: ! Shop the best snack foods Furniture What can you get
on Jet? Everyday low prices Prices drop lower as you shop JET Program USA The Experience of a Lifetime The
latest Tweets from Jet (@Jet). https:///DjDdahk2rb is a shopping site dedicated to saving you more money. Need help
with an order? Tweet @JetHeads.
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